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Release Notes 2017-10-06
Config db ntf: 20170816170000

Analyze db ntf: 20170721135700
Help db ntf: 20170816170000 / Content: 20170816170000

Windows Version: 5.5.23 :: MAC OS X Version: 5.5.23 :: Linux Version: 2.0.52
Eclipse Plugin: 3.0.1

Major Improvements: Fixes for ID Vault and topmost icon, action XML and ID File improvements.

General Notes

Supported IBM Notes releases: 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, up to 9.0.1 including the IBM Notes Browser Plugin and ICAA.
(Administrators need at least IBM Notes 8.x clients, the new chart functionality requires at least version 9.x for both client and server. 
Selected administrative tasks, such as Online Update, also require Microsoft Windows and Notes 9.0.1 FP7)
Supported client-side operating systems: Microsoft Windows XP, 2003, 2008, Vista, 7, 8, 10, and Citrix/WTS, Apple Intel Mac OS X 10.5-
10.10 (Leopard, Snow Leopard, Lion, Mountain Lion, Mavericks, Yosemite), Linux
Supported server-side operating systems: any supported by IBM (operating system independent)
NOTE: Support is limited for platform and release combinations not supported by IBM

Linux: Eclipse Management, Skinning, Realtime, Zip/Unzip and Attachment Blocking are not available on Linux or Mac OS X;
Citrix, Linux & Mac OS X: the MarvelClient Upgrade module is only available on Windows (=not on Citrix, Linux or Mac OS X)
MarvelClient on Linux does not support the runtypes "Before Login - Init", "After Login - After Write", "On first server access", 
"Background - Init" and "Background" - any such actions must be set to run at a different supported runtype, e.g. "After Login"

IMPORTAN
T NOTES

This release contains select important updates highlighted in red

Configuration Database

MC Config - No Changes -

Analyze Database

MC Analyze - No Changes -

MarvelClient Help

UPDATE Updated release notes

MarvelClient Upgrade

MCUpgrade 
(5.4.2)

- No Changes -

Eclipse Plugin

MC Eclipse 
Plugin 
(3.0.1)

- No Changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows) / .dylib Updates (Mac OS X 64-bit)

FIX (5.5.22) Fixed an issue where MarvelClient's ID Vault enhancements didn't work properly with Notes 9.0.1 FP9

FIX (5.5.30) Fixed an issue where MarvelClient's ID Vault enhancements didn't work properly with Notes 9.0.1 FP9

FIX (5.5.22) Fixed an issue where topmost desktop icons weren't always set properly, causing bookmarks to open databases on the wrong server.

FIX (5.5.30) Fixed an issue where topmost desktop icons weren't always set properly, causing bookmarks to open databases on the wrong server.

FIX / 
CHANGE 
(5.5.20)

The File Operation action will now properly handle deletions of read-only files.

CHANGE 
(5.5.23)

DLL: OS X: Release string now properly handles 10.13 High Sierra.

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT (5.5.20)

Layout of the Attachment Blocking dialog improved to provide more space for the message.
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CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT (5.5.21)

<notes:version_release_string> will now be read from nstrings.dll in the client directory instead of the MUI folder, which should be more 
correct in case fixpacks are installed.

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT (5.5.21)

Handling of action aliases changed: Alias collisions (several actions having the same alias) will now be checked when the action gets 
referenced. Before, it was checked when the actions.xml was read or new actions were downloaded. The new behavior should work 
better for cases where one action gets replaced with another action that has the same alias.

ENHANCEM
ENT (5.5.21)

The logo in the shutdown progress bar should now look better, especially when DPI scaling is used.

ENHANCEM
ENT / NEW 
(5.5.22)

Added a feature to copy the current ID file to a specified location in the data directory during shutdown. Set <ini:
MC_CopyIDFileToDataShutdown_Name> to the target path (must be relative to the data directory, and any directories must already 
exist).

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X 32-bit)

.dylib 
(2.0.51)

- No Changes -

.so Updates (Linux)

.so (2.0.52) - No Changes -
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